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Becoming a member of The Honor Society is the highest honor at William Lawrence Camp. It involves 

passing a series of skill tests that encompasses the essence of all that camp has to offer while also 

upholding the values of camp: willingness, loyalty, comradeship and sportsmanship. Being an outstanding 

citizen in the camp community and a role model of excellent character are of fundamental importance 

each step of the way in the process of pursuing Honor Society status. 

This program is available for campers and Leaders in Training only. 

There are a total of 18 tests required to become a member of The Honor Society. There are three levels of 

achievement on the path to becoming a member of The Honor Society: Pathfinder, Trailblazer and 

Woodsman.  

 Pathfinder: must pass at least 9 tests. Within certain tests, there are entry levels that one can pass 

for becoming a Pathfinder. 

 Trailblazer: must pass all levels of the first 13 tests to become a Trailblazer. 

 Woodsman: must be a Trailblazer and then pass the final 5 tests to become a Woodsman and 

thus a member of The Honor Society.  

The tests are outlined below. Upon completion of a test, the supervising member of The Honor Society or 

the instructor of the activity and the camper will report to the Guardian of the Society or the Camp’s 

Program Director to indicate that the test has been passed. This information will be entered in a database 

to track each individuals progress during a session and from year to year. 

Upon the completion of each level, you will be awarded a patch. This will take place at Candlelight 

Ceremony. Those becoming Woodsman will also receive an Honor Society T-shirt and a buck knife. 

The First 13 Tests 

Test of Resolution 

Pathfinder and Trailblazer 

 The test of resolution is to show that you are determined to become a member of The Honor Society.  To 

meet the requirements of this test you must not talk from the moment when you are dismissed from the 

Council Ring by the Head Woodsman until the first morning bugle.  
 

 

 



Nature 

Pathfinder 

 

 Explain the importance of plants for animals and animals for plants. 

 Explain the term “food chain” and give an example of a 4-step food chain. 

 While in the field, identify the following: 

o Ten (10) regional trees and/or plants 

o Three (3) species of wild animals either visually or by sign such as tracks or scat 

o Three (3) species of birds 

 

Trailblazer (the above plus) 

 

 While in the field, identify the following: 

o Rename the previous ten regional trees and/or plants as well as an 7 regional trees and/or plants 
 

Fires 

 
Pathfinder 

 Demonstrate proper fire safety by explaining the importance of the following concepts: 

o Clearing roots 

o Containing a fire (using rocks, digging holes, etc.) 

o Overhead clearance 

o Proper way to extinguish a fire 

 Know and explain the following terms: kindling, tinder, fuel, hardwood and softwood 

 Build each of the following fires: 

o Log Cabin 

o Star 

o Teepee 

o Trapper 

 Successfully light one of the above fires 

 

Trailblazer (the above plus) 

 

 Prior to an Honor Society Council Ring, build any of the above fires in one of the four fire pits. At the 

beginning of the evening program, light the fire using only one match in front of the entire camp 

community. 

 

Astronomy 

Pathfinder 

 Name the planets in order of increasing distance from the Sun. 

 Give the proper name of our Sun 

 Give the name of our Galaxy 

 Identify the following in the field: 

o Three (3) constellations 

o The North Star 

o The Milky Way 

 

 



Trailblazer (the above plus) 

 

 Identify the following in the field 

o Seven (7) constellations 

o One planet 

 Demonstrate, using a simple model with simple materials, the following: 

o How the Moon rotates and revolves around the Earth 

o How the Earth revolves around the Sun 

o How the Earth rotates on it’s axis as it revolves around the Sun 

o The positions of the Earth relative to the Sun during the winter and summer solstices and the 

vernal and autumnal equinoxes 

o The positions of the Earth, Moon, and Sun during solar and lunar eclipse 

o The positions of the Earth, Moon, and Sun during a full moon, new moon, first quarter and third 

quarter. 

 Explain or define the following phenomena 

o The tides 

o A meteor 

o A comet 

o A nebulae 

 

Fitness 

Pathfinder 

 

 Run a total of four (4) miles in one month with no one segment being less than a mile. Note that 5 laps 

around the soccer and baseball fields is 1 mile. 

 Do 15 push-ups and 15 sit-ups 

 

Trailblazer (the above plus) 

 Run a total of ten (10) miles in a session of which the GSR is included (4 miles). On GSR, no walking 

 Do 30 consecutive push-ups and 30 consecutive sit-ups 

Riflery/Archery 

Pathfinder 

 

 Demonstrate knowledge of a rifle or bow 

o For a rifle, identify the parts of a rifle including the stock, barrel, muzzle, bolt, firing pin and 

ammunition 

o For archery, be able to differentiate between a recurve bow and a compound bow 

o Name the parts of a recurve bow (handle, riser, limbs, string, site window, arrow rest and nock 

locator) 

o Identify the parts of an arrow (shaft, nock, fletching and point) 

 Demonstrate proper handling and safety of a bow or rifle 

 Demonstrate knowledge of range rules 

 Pass your pro marksman in riflery or yeoman in archery 

 

Trailblazer (the above plus) 

 Be able to clean and properly store a rifle or bow 

 Demonstrate the stringing of a recurve bow using both a stringer and the step through method 

 Pass your sharpshooter in riflery or your bowman in archery 



Wilderness Skills 

Pathfinder 

 List all of the gear necessary for an overnight hike or canoe trip 

 Explain proper care of a tent, a stove and a backpack  

 Demonstrate proper use and care of an outdoor cooking stove 

 Demonstrate how to properly choose a camp/tent site and how to leave no trace that you were there 

 Unpack, pitch, and pack up a tent single-handedly 

 Demonstrate the following knots: 

o Square, granny, bowline, two half-hitches, sheet bend, clove hitch, and figure eight 

 

Trailblazer (the above plus) 

 

 Prepare a shelter in the woods as part of the wilderness skills class 

 Demonstrate map and compass skills by locating a designated spot on camp property 

 Explain how to protect yourself and food from insects, reptiles and bears 

 Demonstrate three ways to treat water found in the outdoors to prepare it for drinking 

 Describe proper handling of human waste while in the outdoors 

 

Swimming 

Pathfinder 

 

 Pass the American Red Cross Swimming Level 3 

 

Trailblazer 

 Pass the American Red Cross Swimming Level 5 

 

Boating 

Pathfinder 

 

 Express knowledge of proper boating safety such as rights of way, awareness of hazards and weather risks 

 Explain and point out the following terms: 

o Port, starboard, bow, stern/aft, gunwhale, yoke, sail, centerboard, boom, mast, rudder 

 Demonstrate the following canoe strokes: 

o J-stroke, sweep, pry, draw, back paddle, steering 

 Explain and demonstrate how to properly fit a lifejacket 

 Demonstrate how to properly launch a canoe 

 

Trailblazer (the above plus) 

 Demonstrate proficiency in the following canoe skills: 

o Strokes: J-stroke, sweep, pry, draw, back paddle, steering 

o T-rescue 

o Changing places with a companion while afloat 

o Shallow water bail-out (alone or with a partner) 

o Jump out of a canoe and get back in without capsizing (alone and with a partner) 



o Properly launch and land a canoe 

o Solo paddle to Perch Point and back in a straight line 

 Demonstrate proficiency in the following rowboat skills: 

o Regular and feather strokes 

o Row forwards and backwards 

o Make quick turns with one oar and both oars 

 Demonstrate proficiency in the following sailboat skills: 

o Rig a sailboat with mainsail and jib 

o Demonstrate the ability to sail a camp sailboat over a designated triangle course on the pond 

o De-rig the sailboat 

 

Challenge Course/Ropes 

Pathfinder 

 

 Demonstrate the ability to tie each of the following knots 

o Eight on bight, figure eight follow-thru, water knot, double fisherman’s knot (grapevine knot) and 

a prusik knot 

o Give at least one example of how each knot is used in belaying, climbing and rappelling 

 Demonstrate ways to store rope, hardware and other gear used for climbing, rappelling and belaying 

 Demonstrate awareness of climbing safety 

 Climb to the top of the tower by any route without using the outside edges OR complete a traversing high 

ropes element to the satisfaction of the Challenge Course Head 

 

Trailblazer (the above plus) 

 Explain the importance of belaying climbers and rappellers and when it is necessary 

 Tie a swiss seat harness 

 Show the correct way to directly tie into a belay rope 

 Attain Belay Certification from the Challenge Course Head 

 Demonstrate safe belaying techniques in the high ropes course 

 Belay three different climbers ascending the climbing wall 

 Climb to the top of the tower using three different routes without using the outside edges OR complete two 

traversing high ropes elements to the satisfaction of the Challenge Course Head demonstrating good 

technique and using verbal signals with the belayer 

 Explain and model two (2) uses of a prusik knot or similar friction knot 

 

 

Camping 

Pathfinder 

 Camp overnight at Perch Point with your cabin group or in a shelter built through participation in a 

wilderness skills class 

 Participate in a day hike or overnight hike 

 

Trailblazer (the above plus) 

 Prepare a menu for an outcamping trip for twelve (12) people, keeping in mind perishables and weight 

limitations.  Do not forget representations from the four major food groups 

 Write a gear list for a multi-day outcamping trip. Assist trip leader with packing 



 Explain the contents of a trip itinerary 

 Be aware of the trip itinerary, potential hazards, emergency plans etc 

 Complete a multi-day outcamping trip 

 Help prepare two (2) meals on the trip, requiring the use of a fire or stove 

 

Woodworking 

Pathfinder 

 

 Demonstrate knowledge of hand tool use and shop safety 

 Demonstrate the proper care, storage and use of hand tools including: 

o Hand saw, speed square, hammer, drill, screw driver, planer, sanding, scroll saw 

 Complete one woodworking project using all of the above tools.  
 

Trailblazer (the above plus) 

 Build and finish another project designated by the Director such as a canoe paddle or a picnic table 

 

First Aid 

Pathfinder 

 Explain the following: 

o The first action taken when arriving at the scene of an emergency   

o What an untrained person can do to assist emergency personal in an emergency 

o How to control a nosebleed 

o The degrees of a burn in increasing severity 

o The symptoms of shock 

o The Heimlich maneuver and when the Heimlich maneuver is used.  

o Hypothermia 

o The difference between heat exhaustion and heat stroke 

o How one gets Lyme disease 

o Where to look when doing a tick check 

o The most effective way to stop blood disease transmission between patient and caregiver 

o What an EPI pen is used for 

o Proper use of an inhaler  

 Identify the location of the AED at William Lawrence. 
 

 

Trailblazer (all of the above plus) 

 Define: 

o Puncture 

o Abrasion 

o Laceration 

o Contusion 

o Avulsion 

 Describe and explain the proper treatment steps for the following medical emergencies: 



o Shock 

o Heat Stroke 

o Hypothermia 

o Heart Attack 

 Describe the procedure for treating a wound with an object lodged in it. 

 Describe the treatment for each degree of burn. 

 Describe two methods of opening an airway 

 Demonstrate the ability to perform the Heimlich maneuver 

 Describe the differences between a strain and a sprain.  

 Make a checklist for a complete first aid kit 

 Demonstrate the ability to properly splint a joint or broken bone 

 Demonstrate the proper use for an EPI Pen 

 What are the symptoms and treatment for head and back injury 
 

********************************************************************************************* 

 

IN ORDER TO PROCEED FURTHER, THE CAMPER MUST 

HAVE EARNED TRAILBLAZER STATUS AND BE AT LEAST 

FOURTEEN YEARS OF AGE.  ALL CANDIDATES MUST GAIN 

APPROVAL FROM THE CAMP DIRECTOR BEFORE 

PROCEEDING WITH THESE TESTS. 

Character 

 When a candidate has passed all preceding tests, he shall present himself in person to the Director and the 

Guardian to indicate his desire to proceed with the final four tests. To determine whether the candidate may 

proceed, considered in the decision are the candidate’s character, camp spirit, leadership, attitude, maturity 

and input from the current members of The Honor Society.  How well a candidate embraces the ideals of the 

Camp will be a primary factor in the decision as well. A candidate who does not pass the character test will 

not be allowed to proceed with the final four tests unless given special permission by the Director.  If the 

candidate is allowed to proceed, he may attempt the final tests in their order. 

 

Woodsmanship 

 Demonstrate proper handling, care, sharpening, and use of an axe, bow saw, maul, and knife 

 Ask the Director to designate a tree to be cut down. 

 Use the tools above to cut down a tree, cut it into ten (10) axe-length segments, and split the segments into 

quarters.  The segments must be split in the council ring . The firewood must be properly stacked in the 

area of the Council Ring. 

 All chopping of trees and splitting of firewood must be under the direct supervision of a Woodsman or a 

staff member specifically designated by the Director to supervise this activity. At no time will a candidate 

use tools without supervision. 

 This test must be 100% completed at least three days before the night of the Lone Vigil. Keep in mind that 

this is an arduous, time consuming task. 

 



Campsite 

 Certain locations will be designated for Lone Vigil campsites. The candidate will be assigned one of the sites. 

 Under the supervision of a Woodsman, the candidate will then be allowed to prepare the site for the Lone 

Vigil including creating a safe fire ring, gathering an inventory of firewood for the night and making sure 

there is a five gallon bucket of water for fire control.  

 Site preparation must be completed at least one full day before the night of the Lone Vigil. 

 

Password 

 Give a well prepared, meaningful morning password.  The Password must be complete and approved by the 

Director at least 24 hours before it is presented at the morning assembly. This must be the last test performed 

before the Lone Vigil and will generally occur at the morning assembly on the day of the Lone Vigil.  

 

The Lone Vigil 

 Lone Vigils will only take place following the last Council Ring of each session, generally the last Monday of 

the first session and the last Saturday of the second session. It is thus important that candidates allow enough 

time to complete the prior three tests or they will not be allowed to undertake the Lone Vigil. 

 Successful completion of the Lone Vigil is dependent on the candidate: 

o lighting a fire with no more than two (2) matches 

o keeping the fire going all night 

o staying awake until reveille the next morning 

o after reveille, completely extinguishing the fire 

o returning the campsite to its original state 

o presenting themselves to the Director or Head Woodsman upon completion of the above 

 No candidate will be allowed to take the Lone Vigil more than once in any session.   
 

 

Honorary Member 

At the discretion of the Director and with input from the current members of The Honor Society 

members, a member of the camp community may be designated an Honorary Member of the Society. An 

honorary member is someone who embodies all that the Society stands for, would be able to pass all the 

tests (or has in their past) and has given extraordinary service to camp. The director of the camp is a 

member of The Honor Society by virtue of their position. 

 


